
AQA -8700 P2 

Non-fiction -views and perspectives 
 

A quick glace format for Paper 2 (views and perspectives) questions: 

 Q1 – Identify & interpret (AO1) – 4 marks 

 Q2 – Summarise (AO1) – 8 marks 

 Q3 – Language analysis (AO2) – 12 marks 

 Q4 – Compare texts (AO3) – 16 marks 

 Q5 – Argue, Inform, Explain (AO5/6) – 40 marks 

 

Q1 – Identify and Interpret   List 4 things….. 

Marks Given  Max Time spend: Shade: 

4 marks 6 mins 4 boxes shaded 

 

You MUST Identify explicit information and Identify explicit ideas (AO1) 

• Underline keywords in the question 

• Read the text 

• Shade the boxes of the statements you think are true 

• Make sure you only shade 4 boxes 

 

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH/QUESTIONS 

Henry Ford receives most of the credit for the development of the car in the USA but he1 did not 

produce the first American automobile. This distinction goes to the Duryea brothers3  - Charles and 

Frank - who created2 their first gasoline-powered4 "horseless-carriage" in 1893. The following year, 

Frank developed a second car with a more powerful two-cylinder5 engine. It was this car that he 

drove in America's first automobile race on Thanksgiving Day7, November 27, 1895. The race ran a 

54-mile6 course from down-town Chicago to Evanston, Illinois8, and back. Frank Duryea described his 

experience in his autobiography. 

1.      Henry Ford made the 1st US automobile (F)  he1 did not 

2.      Duryea bros produced 1st US automobile (T)  This distinction / who created2 their first 

3.      The bros are called Charles and Frank (T)  Duryea brothers3  - Charles and Frank 

4.      They produced the 1st diesel in 1893 (F)  first gasoline-powered4 

5.      Frank developed a powerful 2cylinder (T)  powerful two-cylinder5 engine 

6.      The 54 minute race was in Chicago (F)  a 54-mile6 

7.      The race was on Thanksgiving day (T)  automobile race on Thanksgiving Day7 

8.      The race went one way to Illinois (F)  Illinois8, and back. 
 



Q2 – Summarise   Write a summary –  

 

Marks given Max time spend 

8 marks 12 mins 

 

You MUST Identify and Interpret (AO1) 

Select and synthesise information from different texts 

• Underline relevant information in both texts 

• Interpret this information to answer the question 

• Show clear connections between the texts 

• Use relevant quotations to support points from both texts 

 

FORMAT for Q2: 
 
    Point from Text 1 + quotation + Interpret information 
    Point from Text 2 + quotation + Interpret information  
    Connective/conjunction and make links between the texts 
 

 

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH/QUESTIONS 

TEXT 
A 

For months, my friend Jorge Perez Blanco and I had been planning to stow away in a wheel well 
on this flight, No. 904—Iberia’s once¬ weekly, nonstop run from Havana to Madrid. Now, in the 
late afternoon of last June 3, our moment had come. 
 

TEXT 
B 

I thought I found that he was a bad man, and a cheating horse jockey, and finally being unable 
to like him, I ran away from him, but was pursued, found, brought back, and severely flogged, 
by him for my pains. I afterwards ran off again but again met with the same fate. In this manner 
I went on ten or a dozen years, not liking my place, and not able to get away from it. 

 

Sample Answer: 

 

(POINT) In Text A two teenage boys risked their lives to (EVIDENCE) ‘escape from Cuba, hidden in a 

‘wheel wall’ (an aeroplane compartment).  (INTERPRETATION) A reader can infer they were 

desperate enough to risk their lives rather than continue to live in Cuba; staking out an airport for a 

‘nonstop’ flight taking them away from their family and friends. Whereas in Text B (POINT) the slave 

attempted to escape his home after years of abuse from his master where he was (EVIDENCE) 

“severely flogged” if he “ran away”. (INTERPRETATION) A reader can infer that the slave was in a 

vicious circle of abuse, if he escaped he would be punished severely for leaving and would inevitably 

be caught and inhumanely treated including being beaten. Unlike Text A, the slave could not escape 

his prison. 

 

To improve: 

1. You must be able to quickly identify what a text is about – the main point being 

raise/discussed. (If students had to summarise a text in one point what would it be?) 

2. Ensure any point student makes is linked to the question focus 

3. You must: make a point+evidence from each text+interpret (make inference). 

4. Use ……this suggests (or) …. a reader may infer…..  

 

You must try to make three separate comparisons of content highlighting similarities/differences. 

Q2 is a comparison of content, requiring inference. 

 



Q3 – language   How does the writer’s use of language… 

 

Marks Given Max Time spend: Make approx: 

12 marks 18 minutes 4 points 

 

Comment, Explain, Analyse (AO2) 

• This question assesses language – words/phrases/language features/language techniques 

/sentences 

• Use language terminology 

• Select relevant quotations 

• Explain and analyse the effects of the writer’s choices of language 

 

SAMPLE TEXT – Sample text, question and answer: 

 

Ex-boxer Ricky Hatton will be taking part in the race alongside Coronation Street actor Ryan 
Thomas and Emmerdale star Kevin Fletcher. The trio looked very pleased with themselves 
surrounded by glammed-up girls ahead of the race. Other contestants tried to out-do each other 
with crazy costumes and decked out super-motors. Comics seemed to be a popular theme with 
drivers dressed up as Spiderman and others as Barney and Fred from The Flintstones. 
 

 

03 - Now refer only to source A, paragraph 2 & 3 how does the writer use language to highlight the 

dangers of these types of races? 

 

By using (subject terminology) adjectives such as (evidence) ‘glammed-up’ and (evidence) ‘crazy 

costumes’ the (refer to writer) reporter Malm suggests the (question focus) races and the dangers 

(inference) aren’t taken seriously. (analytical comment) ‘Glammed up’ has connotations of being 

dressed up (inappropriately) for a party or going out somewhere special. (alternative interpretation) 

Whereas a (comment on reader) reader may infer the (subject terminology) alliterative ‘crazy 

costumes’ (comment on why it’s effective in context) almost sounds as if the person is spluttering 

the words out due to disbelief; (further language analysis) crazy implies the people were unstable or 

insane and costumes could suggest an immaturity as they are items often worn at a child’s party. 

(refer back to Question focus) Not the attitude you’d expect at a dangerous car race. 

 

To improve: 

 (as with Paper 1) Identify meaning+method+evidence+effect – YOU must identify a method 

the author has used and discuss why it’s important/successful. 

 Identify different possible meanings in a text (or word/phrase) 

 Identify ways authors create meaning; meaning+method+evidence+effect eg the author 

uses (name method) to highlight (link to question focus) seen in (quote) this suggests 

(meaning). This could create the effect/make a reader (develop effect). 

 Use a range of statements from the firework poster above – this will encourage them to 

develop their analysis for higher marks. 

 

Try to make 3-4 separate points – look for: 

Key words (adjectives/adverbs) phrases  

writer’s techniques    Imagery  

Remember this is a LANGUAGE analysis question – you must analyse the WORDS! 

 



Q4 – Compare texts   Compare how the writers present… 

Marks Given Max Time spend: Make approx: 

16 marks 24 minutes 5 points 

 

Compare writers’ ideas & viewpoints, and how they are shown (AO3) 

This question explicitly requires students to compare how writers convey their perspectives or the 
method they used to inform their reader of something. 

Look for methods such as: direct address, word groups (adjectives), hyperbole, dialogue, tone of the 
writing, use of image to reinforce meaning, testimonies, foregrounding or emphasis, bias (what is 
present or omitted), level of selectivity of information, ordering of details eg chronological, POV, 
literary techniques, genre of text, formality, purpose of text, audience, facts/opinion, anecdotes, etc. 

SAMPLE TEXT – Sample text, question and answer: 

Text 
A 

I was, when crossing Tower Hill, accosted by a person in seamen's dress who tapped me on the 
shoulder enquiring in a familiar and technical strain, 'What ship?' I assumed an air of gravity and 
surprise and told him I presumed he was under some mistake as I was not connected with shipping. 
The fellow, however, was too well acquainted with his business to be thus easily put off. 
…. I made some evasive answers to these interrogations . . . but my hands being examined and found 
hard with work, and perhaps a little discoloured with tar. . . I was remanded for further examination. 
Some of the gang then offered me spirits and attempted to comfort me. 

Text 
B 

While I was there, there wasn't much fighting going on. It was a peaceful period of the war which 
gave me the chance to learn the ropes as a field producer without too much anxiety. And then a 
number of Westerners started being picked up and no one knew why. 
……We didn't say a word, just sat there watching this car as the back doors slowly opened and this guy 
got out; this very big, tall young guy, big bushy beard and a machine gun. 

 

Q4: For this question, you need to refer to the whole of source A together with the whole of source B.   
Compare how the writers convey their different ideas and perspectives of being kidnapped. 

Hay’s memories are told in the past tense as he was ‘accosted’ and ‘assumed’ his position. A reader could infer 
he survived the ordeal and this eyewitness account is years down the line. This method of retelling the events 
could also explain his detachment and use of formal language such as ‘interrogations’. Whilst Hay is clearly 
scared, he retells the events with a sense of detachment, for example, when the gang “offered me spirits and 
attempted to comfort me” showing his abductors were used to his reaction.  Likewise McCarthy’s experience 
is also told in the past tense ‘while I was there’ again indicating that he survives his ordeal. Again, his 
experience is retold with an air of detachment for example ‘a machine gun’; maybe he became accustomed to 
seeing the violence and after a while it became part of his captivity. This was obviously a frightening 
experience as he didn’t see the ‘world again for five years’.  This could evoke a feeling of anger from the 
reader followed by relief. 

To improve: 

 Get students confident listing, commenting or detailing an author’s view/perspective in an 
extract (or on a topic). 

 Students must make a clear statement in response to the question about the two 
texts/articles (comparison similarity or differences) Statement+method+explain+link to 
Q+evidence+effect+meaning or inference eg The author in text A clearly feels (link to 
question) this is seen in (method), the author used (XXX) seen (evidence) because (ensure 
links to question). This would (discuss effect) and could suggest (meaning or inference). 

REMEMBER q4 is a comparison of viewpoint, requiring analysis and comparison of writers' 

viewpoints and the methods they choose to convey those views. 

 



Q5 - Argue, Inform, Explain – writing about your own point of view 

Time  Marks 

5 mins planning 40 minutes writing 2-3 
sides 

24 marks content and organisation + 16 
marks accuracy 

 

Start with a powerful statement, fact, statistic or rhetorical question 

You need to present your reader with a clear set of logical ideas about a topic. You need to 

show consideration of alternative views to your own. 

Sample Answer: 

Why? Why do schools think they have the right to dictate every waking moment of my life? I am a 

name; not a number! 

There is an argument that says homework helps to create an independence of thought. School is a 

social institution, a bee hive with lots of little drones and workers buzzing about the place. If we 

encounter a problem, we consult a teacher or, at the very least, we ask our friends. There is always 

someone on hand to help. At home, the theory is that we continue this education but independently. 

We learn to think for ourselves. That’s the theory. In reality, of course, we just log on to a revision 

web site, or interact with our peers through social networking and find out the answer that way. It’s 

the modern day equivalent of borrowing your mate’s homework. There’s no such thing as 

independence if we choose otherwise. 

Techniques to use: 

Direct address 
Facts 
Alliteration 
Opinion 
Rhetoric questions 

Metaphors 
Emotive language 
Personal pronouns 
Flattery 
Positive language 

Rule 3 
Short anecdotes 
Parallelism 
Negative language 
Simile 

 

 Tone is convincing throughout the task. 

 On the whole, the writing is convincing and demonstrates some skill- there are no deviations 

from the expectations of the genre. 

 If the task has specified an audience (for example, parents) then the writing reflects that. 

 Extensive sophisticated vocabulary is used throughout and selected for specific effect. 

 There are many examples of successful linguistic devices that have been consciously crafted. 

 There are effective uses of varied and advanced structural features.  

 There must be a clear sense of beginning, middle and end.  For example, paragraphs are 

consistently coherent.  

 A wide range of discourse markers are integrated.  

 Topic sentences are varied.  

 There is an engaging range of highly complex ideas.  

 There is clear and obvious planning or forethought in the composition of the writing. 

 The punctuation is used competently and with consistency. 

 A range of simple, compound and complex sentences.  Sentence construction is stylish and 

purposeful. 

 


